STUDENT FEEDBACK
“Stella for me will always stand out as one who lived the truth of her teachings
and offered all to her students. And then some! ”
There are classes and there are classes. Stella is a unique woman – and her teaching of Tarot I found
equally unique. Under her expert tuition, the class was given an in-depth understanding of every card
and its history, whilst being encouraged to „read‟ in a practical yet intuitive way. As the course
developed, so did the students - and so did I! Grey areas of life became vibrant, problems resolvable,
dreams achievable. Stella transformed the beautifully illustrated Tarot deck into an invaluable tool
for personal guidance or, once skills had been practiced and refined, an opportunity to make a
positive difference when guiding others. As a mature student with a history of countless
classes/courses and workshops in my wake, Stella for me will always stand out as one who lived the
truth of her teachings and offered all to her students. And then some! (Suzan – Tarot Student 2005)

“I can‟t recommend her classes enough!”
Stella‟s Tarot classes have enabled me to make sense of the Celtic Cross! Plus she‟s taught me lots of
other spreads that I never knew existed. I can‟t recommend her classes enough!
(Anna – Tarot Student 2006)

“Stella‟s gentle guidance, insight and direction have made this one of the most
interesting classes I have attended in years!”
Stella‟s Tarot course has been fascinating! Stella shows students not only the meaning of each card,
but how they apply to your (or other people‟s) lives in a meaningful way. Every class holds great
insight into your life and how the Tarot works. I‟ve not only enjoyed the classes, but have learned
much more about myself. Stella‟s gentle guidance, insight and direction have made this one of the
most interesting classes I have attended in years!
(Michelle – Tarot Student 2006)

“Since finishing Stella's Tarot course I have been hired to work as a
professional Tarot reader at venues such as The Champagne Lounge and
Barcode.”
I previously had had a couple of personal readings with Stella and had gotten a lot out of them. I love
her funny, wise, and down to earth style. When I decided I wanted to study Tarot, her course was my
first choice. I loved the course material and having Stella as my teacher. The course is very in-depth
and thorough, and Stella presents it in a fun and easy to learn manner. I also made new friends
through the course and we still enjoy meeting up regularly. She has given me the knowledge and
confidence to do readings for myself and others. When I told her that I was interested in starting to do
professional readings, it was Stella who passed along the first opportunities to me. Since finishing
Stella's Tarot course I have been hired to work as a professional Tarot reader at venues such as The
Champagne Lounge and Barcode. I also do private readings for individual clients and have been
hired to work at a few private functions. My business is still in its early stages, and I have other things
on the go at the moment, but the success I have had so far is more than I was expecting. I have Stella
to thank for helping me build on my Tarot skills and for instilling confidence in myself and my reading
abilities. She is a great teacher and mentor, motivator, and an example of someone who is very
successful at her craft. I highly recommend her course!
(Shahera – Tarot Student 2005)

“I will be a student of Stella's for as long as I can.”
Stella is a wondrous and wonderful woman. Her classes, and total way of being, perfectly combine the
head and heart, the intellectual, spiritual and historical as well as good sense of spirited humour! I
will be a student of Stella's for as long as I can. She shares much sacred information in the classes
that support a great way to live and learn about LIFE!
(Brooke – Tarot Student 2006)

“It wouldn't have happened Stella without you passing on the opportunity… I
can now say that I am a Tarot reader.”
I have been meaning to pass on my thank yous all week. It wouldn't have happened Stella without you
passing on the opportunity. It was absolutely what we needed to do. I can now say that I am a Tarot
reader. It was an awesome day. And you could really feel the different energies with people. Those
who wanted to „test it out' and didn't trust you and those who were completely open to give & receive
whatever came up. Everything happened just at the right time...Tarot is about connecting with people.
And with that in mind...we connected with a lot of people!! In the meantime, take care and thanks
again Stella (Juanita – Tarot Student 2005).

“I just wanted to say thank you for a wonderful year of Tarot! I really enjoyed it
and got a lot out of it.”
Hi Stella
I just wanted to say thank you for a wonderful year of Tarot! I really enjoyed it and got a lot out of it.
I'm just sorry the year had to come to an end, but I want to keep learning more about it. I've even had
a few people at work ask for a reading - good practice!
I'm still planning on coming to your Astrology course next year. I'll get organised and get my form to
you soon. Anyway, take care and have a wonderful Christmas and New Year!
Best wishes, Kim (Tarot Student 2006)

“I am glad I was able to leave the class yesterday feeling that I have definitely
made the right decision by joining your course.”
Good morning Stella,
Thank you very much for letting me join the course. I really enjoyed the class last night & I left
inspired & happy. I giggled while I was cycling home, so I guess that was a Sun moment.
Also, I am very happy because I feel comfortable with you being the teacher. I have done different
"spiritual" courses, including a Reiki course & sometimes find it hard to find the real trust in the
teacher. And especially with these spiritual courses trust is very important. I am glad I was able to
leave the class yesterday feeling that I have definitely made the right decision by joining your course.
I'm very much looking forward to the next class!
Love & Light, Nadine (Tarot Student 2007)

